Stepping gating of ion channels on nanoelectrode via DNA hybridization for label-free DNA detection.
Natural ion channels on cell membrane can gate the transport of ions and molecules by the conformational alteration of transmembrane proteins to regulate the normal physiological activities of cells. Inspired by the similarity of the conformation change under specific stimuli, here we introduce an ion channel gating model on a single nanoelectrode by anchoring DNA-gated switches on the very nanotip of gold nanoelectrode to mimic the response-to-stimulus behaviors of ion channels on bio-membranes. The surface-tethered DNA ion channels can be switched on by the Watson-Crick base pairing, which can alter the conformation of the tethered DNA from lying state to upright state. And these conformational alterations of the anchored DNA switches can effectively gate the transport of potassium ferricyanide onto the electrode interface. By continuously initiating the gates with DNA of different concentrations, we achieved the stepping gating of ion channels on a single nanoelectrode. Further, we demonstrated that the ion gating system on nanoelectrode showed excellent sensing performance. For example, the response kinetic was very fast with the signal saturation time of ~1 min, the reproducibility of the OFF/ON switch was robust enough to sustain for two cycles, and simultaneously, the specificity was high enough to distinguish complementary DNA and noncomplementary DNA. When used for label-free DNA detection, the limit of detection can be as low as 10 pM. This study provides a promising avenue to achieve label free and real-time detection of multiple biomolecules.